
Finding the Perfect Candidate Through 
an Executive Search Partnership

Austin Powder Relies on Dise & Company Search-After-Search

https://www.linkedin.com/company/dise-&-company
https://twitter.com/ProPeopleBlog
https://www.facebook.com/Disecocom/


BACKGROUND 

AUSTIN POWDER

Since 1833, Austin Powder has been linked with the growth of America. Austin Powder, the second 

oldest manufacturing company in Ohio, manufactures industrial explosives and accessories. 

This manufacturer also provides blasting services to customers throughout North America and 

around the world via Austin International, mainly serving companies in industries like quarrying, 

mining, construction, and seismic exploration.

Since 1833, Austin has been linked 

with the growth of America.
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BIG SHOES TO FILL

Upon the retirement of the Plant Manager at the 

McArthur, Ohio facility, a 48-year veteran at the plant, 

Austin Powder found themselves filling the position of 

someone who had become an integral fiber in the fabric of 

the organization. Replacing this individual proved to be a 

difficult process for several reasons.  

Not only did the ideal candidate need to have significant 

manufacturing experience to lead the facility and employees, but 

the candidate also needed to fit into the unique culture of the 

organization. 

Austin Powder was seeking a long-term leader and turned to Dise & 

Company to source high-quality talent.



Rather than working with one recruiter as they had in the past, Dise & Company approached the 

search with a team of executive search experts. The team approach allowed Dise & Company to 

understand the needs of the company from different perspectives which ensured a thorough 

comprehension of Austin Powder’s industry, culture, and the required knowledge, skills and abilities 

of qualified candidates.   

With clear expectations defined, Dise & Company went to work sourcing, screening, researching, and 

later presenting Austin Powder with several candidates that were carefully chosen to meet their 

specific needs.  

THE PERFECT FIT 
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“Dise & Company team members sat with me to identify a very solid 

understanding of my expectations before they performed the executive 

search. I found that their unique approach makes them my partner, not a 

service.”  
—Linda Menendez, Director of Operations at Austin Powder



Not having the internal staff to do nationwide searches or searches for individuals with very specific 

backgrounds and experience, Austin Powder has relied on Dise & Company for a number of searches 

over the years. Without Dise & Company as a strategic talent partner, Austin Powder would not have 

found the McArthur, Ohio Plant Manager who has such a strong connection on culture and purpose. 

WITHOUT DISE & COMPANY
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“We could have looked for 100 years and never found him.” 

—CFO at Austin Powder



Austin Powder partners with Dise & Company for many searches due to their unmatched expertise 

and integrated team approach. Executive searches are now a true collaboration because of their 

professional relationship over the years. Dise & Company’s sound understanding of the culture and 

specific job requirements continue to deliver candidates who have successful, long-term careers at 

Austin Powder. 

PROVEN RESULTS
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“In the end, they have been spot on with candidates for each position.”  

— Linda Menendez, Director of Operations at Austin Powder
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CONTACT DISE & COMPANY TO DISCUSS 
YOUR NEXT EXECUTIVE SEARCH

http://www.diseco.com/contact-us?utm_source=Case%20Study&utm_medium=PDF&utm_content=Austin%20Powder&utm_campaign=MOTF



